LITA reports in the Lymington Times & Advertiser and Mosbach media Sept-Oct 2017

The press photos don’t print well in the A&T. Here is the original:

from the Rhein-Neckar Zeitung the regional paper that includes Mosbach

"Stronger than Brexit"
(publ 3 September 2017 )
[This article appeared as a local report online – freely translated here]
Tree planting on the occasion of 20 years of town partnership between Lymington and Mosbach - friendship
lived through exchange

Thirty eight guests from Mosbach's English Partnerstadt [twin-town] Lymington and some of their local hosts
welcomed Mosbach Mayor Michael Keilbach to attend this anniversary marking the occasion of the 20th
anniversary of our communal link at the German end. [The signing of the twinning charters had been in 1996
in Lymington and 1997 in Mosbach]. Ursula Geyer, the partnership commissioner [at Mosbach Town Hall], as
well as Hans Happes, Chairman of the Mosbach-Lymington Partnership Committee and the former

Headmaster of the Nicolaus-Kistner-Gymnasium (NKG) in Mosbach, had compiled a varied program for the
visit. As on the 10th anniversary, a tree was to be planted in the Kleine Elzpark on Saturday morning.

Lesley Willsteed (right) thanked the delegation from Lymington for the 20th anniversary of the city partnership
with Mosbach
“This friendship is ‘More than Brexit’ ".
Bürgermeister Keilbach summarized the highlights from 20 years of the European town partnership. As an
active singer of the NKG Men's Choir, he had been part of the first visit of a Mosbach delegation in England in
June 1996. It was not an entirely pleasant memory for him only because of the visit to the finals of the
European Football Championship [We’re not sure why he said that: Germany won the tournament!]. On May
25, 1997, the partnership had been sealed, which had been launched in 1993 by a Mosbacher, Uli Welker
[who, with his wife, Jenny, is the proprietor of Elliott’s in the High Street] emigrated to Lymington. Mayor
Keilbach's speech was translated by Hans Happes himself, who, among other things, also conducted a town
tour. For the LITA group, Shirley Hewitt replied in German and Lesley Willsteed gave the English version. Dave
Miller read the message from David Beech, our Chairman, in German.
The tree as a visible sign of the connectedness between our two towns has found its place at the entrance of
the activity park near the ‘Ideas Workshop’ building. The planting spot was prepared with several spades by
the group in a light-hearted mood. In 2007 an English oak tree had been set up at the Old Malt Market in
Mosbach. Finally, there was also some water from the watering can for the seedling, before Michael Keilbach
invited the group to a drink an snack in the building of the Ideas Workshop.

